
Report on observing The NKR Parliamentary Elections May 3 2015

The NRK Parliamentary Elections 2015 were held in a peaceful environment and there
was a high level of transparency in all the eight polling stations observed both the in the
city of Stepanakert and the Askeran region.

As an international observer from Zimbabwe I was free to visit any precinct and observe
the election process as well as interviewing electoral commission members, voters and
the proxies of the candidates. I visited two polling in Stepanakert and six in the
Askeran Region and voting was going on smoothly.

Candidates' proxies interviewed at Polling Stations L/9 and 3/8 in the city said the
election process was going on smoothly and there had not been any infringement on
the rights of the voters.

One notable observation was there were many people in some precincts at the same
time which showed that the NKR people were keen to shape their future through a

transparent and fair electoral process.

The members of the electoral commission were doing their best to assist the voters and
the voters were satisfied with the way they were doing their work.

After Stepanakert city lvisited the Askeran Region where I observed voting at the
Polling Station 5/L. An official from the electoral commission said voters who had
various disabilities and were not able to vote on their own could be assisted by
someone who is not a proxy or a member of the electoral commission.

And the records showed that by the time of visit two voters with such disabilities had
been assisted by family members. The electoral commission answered all the questions
the observers had been interested in, which shows high level of transparency in the
electoral process.

f visited polling stations at lvanyan (5/7), Noragyueh (5/19), Hovsepavan (S/L3;,
Astghashen (LL/34')and Patara (LL/43') villages where voting was going on without any
hitches.The voting process in the Askeran Region was as smooth as in the city with the
people voting freely.

Generally the electoral process in the precinct visited was transparent, free and fair.
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